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this version is a hack of the original grid (by dma design) for the r.g. games skidrow reloaded
[reloaded], a hack of the original grid by dma design. it is also a port of the original grid for the nds
(by dma design) for the nds and gba (by dma design) for the gba. this version of grid was released
by r. games as the game for the revelation revolution peripheral, and in the versions of the game for
the ps2 (by namco) and for the xbox (by microsoft). grid 2 is the most accurate grid simulation ever.
the cars have been tweaked to offer better handling, the tracks have been improved. the ai is much
more aggressive and ai players can learn, improve and become even better. grid 2 includes a very
popular and well balanced car pack with more than 90 cars. also included is a track pack with some
very popular tracks. there are three game modes available, split screen, lan and online. r.g. games
skidrow reloaded (formerly known as grid 2) is a multiplayer racing game that was released on pc in
1999. it is a remake of the original game of the same name, released in 1999, but the music and the
graphics have been totally redesigned. in this game, you have to try to finish all the races in the
fastest time. depending on your skill, you will be able to drive different vehicles, such as cars, trucks,
and military jeeps. the best vehicles will allow you to perform amazing obstacle stunts while the
other vehicles will take you on normal, ordinary races. you will also need to attend different types of
races: single, team, multiplayer and rally. grid 2 is a racing game that became very popular in the
late '90s and early '00s thanks to its highly realistic gameplay. the game was released for the pc and
it was one of the few games that supported gaming with a joystick. it also used the mouse to control
the vehicle and some other buttons to control the game.
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